
Bad actors. Looking. Probing. Threatening. Time to act. But how?

Today’s organizations are under attack. Your suite of software 
tools surfaces multiple cyber risks. But you can’t address every 
risk at once or patch every possible vulnerability. Your IT team 
would be paralyzed. You have to tackle the most pressing ones. 
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Not patches. Not programs. Not piecemeal approaches. Continuous threat exposure management.

An ever-increasing attack surface. A range of risks and exposures. A constantly evolving horde of bad actors. You have to 
focus on what’s most dangerous.

It’s a common challenge — especially for organizations 
managing tight budgets. Cybersecurity is costly in 
terms of time and resources. And threats proliferate 
at daunting speeds. How to allocate resources? Pool 
knowledge? Stay apprised of the range of risks and 
on top of the voluminous information generated by 
cybersecurity software programs?

Think BPM. Think Reveald. Think comprehensive 
cybersecurity based on continuous threat exposure 
management (CTEM), provided by Reveald’s Epiphany 
Intelligence Platform.

What is CTEM? How does it work? Is it just another tool?

Continuous threat exposure management is a top-level data management program that allows organizations to aggregate 
and analyze information from their current cyber risk management systems, tools and approaches, and look through the lens 
of “how a hacker can compromise my important assets,” allowing their internal IT teams to identify and address the most 
important, most pressing risks to their digital and physical assets.

Simply put, CTEM lets you know where to act — and when. It is a set of processes and capabilities that allow you to continually 
and consistently evaluate risks to your enterprise: where 
exposures are, how attackers might gain access and what exploits 
could look like.

BPM alliance partner Reveald offers the Epiphany Intelligence 
Platform, a leading-edge software-as-a-service (SAAS) that allows 
you to adopt CTEM at your enterprise. And BPM offers leading 
information technology and cybersecurity advisory services to 
help you rapidly implement a custom solution.

The Reveald Epiphany Intelligence Platform 
works seamlessly with a full range of security 
software, including Cylance, CrowdStrike, 
Microsoft, Malwarebytes, Qualys, Rapid7, 
SentinelOne, Tenable, Trend, VMWare and others.

Enterprises fail at reducing their exposure to 
threats through self-assessment of risks because 
of unrealistic, siloed and tool-centric approaches. 
Security and risk management leaders must 
initiate and mature a continuous threat exposure 
management program to stay ahead of threats.

-Gartner Report 
“Implement a Continuous Threat Exposure Program”
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Contact us

With full-service capabilities in tax, assurance and advisory, we 
possess in-depth knowledge of the transactional industry — its 
key processes, challenges surrounding growth and performance, 
regulatory compliance and governance, and the many other 
complex accounting and reporting issues you face. Reach out to 
our team today to learn more.

Fred Rica 
Partner, Advisory

  202-921-3557

  frica@bpm.com
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See. Assess. Address. 
Choosing BPM and the Epiphany Intelligence 
Platform to implement CTEM offers a range of 
benefits:

• You gain a customized program that 
surfaces and prioritizes your highest risk 
vulnerabilities based on your operations 
and industry context.

• You can assess a wider set of exposures 
and exploits than by inventorying and 
processing telemetry from disparate tools.

• You ensure your ability to spot exposures 
across your security and IT organizations 
and can integrate exploit remediation and incident workflow beyond security-specific automated technical fixes to the 
organizational level, promoting collaboration.

• You have regular, repeatable cycles for diagnosing and addressing risks, relying on a proven five-step process.

• As integrated supply chains present emerging risk, you can harden assets the organization has less control over, such as 
SaaS applications, data held by supply-chain partners and suppliers’ dependencies.

Not zero-day. Every day. Today.

Zero-day exploits get the headlines and cause panic. But the biggest danger comes from resolute, low-profile bad actors 
constantly probing for holes you may not even know exist. Then your business is held for ransom, or you face corruption or 
loss of key strategic digital assets.

That’s what keeps you up at night. That’s why you’ve invested in personnel and training, and software.

In the cyber war organizations face today, no single solution addresses every challenge. But enterprises that adopt CTEM 
lessen their risk, remediate threats more swiftly and reduce their attack surface while validating their security posture and 
rationalizing how much they spend on other software.

Make CTEM a reality. BPM + Reveald.

CTEM: A continuous process to address vulnerabilities
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